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1. In~oduction. Nedv~d's paper The Light Ffom Binary Stars was publisheQ in the 
Jc.auuary 1988 issue of this Jowna1 [V. 6, 114, pp. 3355-9]. His topic wu~ of such 
tundanH!Ilti:ll scientific significance that a discussion of it was caHed foP even among 
Lilt~ reguloP contributors to this publication. We weJcome at oJl times the cri ticisrns 
lPurn l'eadevs outside this group if they are worthwhile critiques of the papers 
...ippE~uring here, but discouPa.ge the same thing from within it, as likely to lead to 
intePI•t:~cine infighting with bare knuckles. We do not mind baPe knuckles - PC:LtheP enjoy 
them in de~pite of a bloody nose oP so - but in such instance the outcome is likely to 
be prejudicial to this publication on which too much effol't is expended to oHow cmy 
harn• to come to it. Howevet~, in this case an exception was mctde as attention needed 
to be given to what Nedv~d had to say. 

The importance attached to his effort is that it is a diPect chaHenge to 
Dt~SitteP's aPgumeut that dealt the death blow, pPesumably, to the emission, 
corpusculaP and ballistic fOI'ms of the theOI'y of light. In recent times, the comrnun 
pPinciple behind these theories has come to be Peferred to as the Ritzian principle, 
though thete was nothing basically novel in what Ritz himself advanced, as it had been 
introduced aiPeady in .vaPiant forms by Euler, even Newton, De Ia Place, Poisson, Biut 
.md pPobably a dozen other lesser scientific figuPes several centuries ..tgo. The 
principle refern~d to is that light propagates at velocity c felative to the source of its 
t!mission, so that if that soll1'ce is moving at velocity ±v towards or &:~.wa) frl'"' u 
receiver, the velocity of the emission i~ c ± v Pelative to the peceiver. It is must 
Hllpurtant to emphasize that this pPl1pePt)' is supposed to hold ever)•where along the 
JMth which the light Pa)' punues except for some refPactive coPrections accol'ding to 
Snell's law when it enters some medium other than a vacuum. FOP instance, the 
bi.JJiistic theor)· of light which presumes light to be made up of massed, SnliJJI 
paPtides, c1gPees with the c ± v principle and it was Euler who demon~tPuted that it 
lorn.ed a consistent theory; which, of couPse, it does, foP the principles of classici.• 
r;· · t' !rlir·s tw.vt.· mePely been ca,ied oveP into it. There aPe numerous Vi.!riants on this 

b •. dJ1stic theory which bequently dPop the massed pctPticle supposition and Peplace it 
with otheP things. Nedv~d's own theor)' of light pPopagation is one of them. 

There are many significant objections to the c ± v principle, of which 
DeSitter's argument is only one. Another relates to the behaviour of light at a moving 
ve!lech>P, for if it follows a purely mechanical principle of massed baJJistae, then the 
·~miJilation mu~t rebound hom the moving reflecting surface acquilring an enhanced 
vclccity. This it apparently does not do as experiment has indicated. This has been the 
princip.:..l Peason for the many variants of the ba.Uistic theOP)' which eitheP dPop the 
massPrl propert:y of the emo:111ation or go over to a wave theo11y ill on aether, urr do 
something else. A second major cbjection is that the light from moving labOC'atoP) 
sources has been experimentaJiy tested fOP the presumed change in velocity and found 
not to ube)' the enhunced velocity condition. A thiPd objection is that the velocity of 
light fPl•ITI sti.!P5., which according to Doppler effects aPE~ presumably moving .Jt 
signiile<..il•tly gvf'i.Jt velocities towards and awa)' fPom the EaP1h, tw.s been rn•~i:.ISllPf:~d i.JIId 
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dues nut obey tht! c ! v pPindple. The fourth impUI'L.mt ob1ection is Dt:-Sitter's 
aPgunH-!nt tc which Nedved's pdper is a chaJlenge. There aPt:: still other cbjections 
irWL'I~ing iJ Vi.LPiety of li.Lbur&.LlOP) expePimc:!nts thdt hi.Lve bee11 do11e. Thet'f: is one 
llUtstancling expePii'T.ent in favour C•t the principle: i.e., Ki.LntllP's, a11d to i.! [Ji..trl'iul 
;,k•gPt:::f~ tho.r t of Bc.rbcock & Bt=~Pgn ri.Lfl. 

Edw..1.rds in his critique mention5 that he only knuws of W&..ldl'l•n who 
suppurts the c ± v pPinciple - in Cr.ddition to Nedv~d, of couPse. There ere: severe:tl 
Jiving proponents of the pPinciple, most nutably Kuntor, whose b0ok, Relativistic 
P,opagation Of Light is entiPt:ly devoted tu a justifici:ltion uf it, about as strong a 
position foP it being developed thePein as can be ussumed. Others aPE: Tedenstig and 
Hobson, both cuntPibutuPs to this pePiudical; there oPE· pPobubly still rnorre with whom 
the revieweP is presentl) uni.Lcqui:Jinted. 

If \\te m<Jy intPoduce here a vemarrk Pelative to the PE:vieweP's ow11 viE"ws 
and how they P£·li.lte to Neclv~d's, ouP tP&.'Lnsrnission theoP) dues LiCCc>pl the. c -t v 
principle but cnl) in the imrnt:diate vicidty of the light suurrce; it pPr.:sumes thu.t 
duPing tv • .msmission fP1:m·· souPce to l'eceiver the emi.lnation undePgoes an <.iltePo:Ltiml in 
velocity so that it is ahere:d to c relative to the transmitting medium (Lp to Snell's 
law) that it eucounters en route. We aPe in paPtial agPeement, there:fore:, with Nedv~d, 
but only in i::l local sense and nut in the global sense that he, KantoP, WaldPon, Ritz, 
Tedenstig, Hobson and the ancients accept. We add, as well, it agPe·es with the 
ballistic theory at moving reflector's but only to the extent that the cmand.tion has 
been bHrught to velocit)' c in the PeflectoP 's own bc.me already, before it impjr ges on 
it, and thut after Jebound it 11eturns again to velocit~· -c ir: the sarlle fP.:Lrre, 
therreatter being coPPected once again to a velocity of c re!ative to the tro.nsnritting 
medium. 

After openir·g Nedv~d's papev to general discussion, we woited foP it, but 
thePe wa~ none. Then we asked most of the senioP contributoPs to study and evaluLtle 
the paper. because of its fundamental significance as a possible Pebuttal to De SitteP's 
couuteP-·exe:m.ple to the c ± v principle. The response was quite dise&ppointing; thePr: 
were only two replies, one of which was too flims) to mePit public&.~tion. The 
remuining dissideut!. either v.·ished to avoid contPoversy, were disintere:;ted, ur 
disagPE!ed fundamentally with c :t v, hdving rejected it to the puint of intoleri:.lllC'" ..~nd 
cunte·mpt, unwilling to listen to an)' rebutt.::al rt~asonabl); or they fl'UIId they narld IH>l 
comprehend Nedved's exposition. So few of the contribuloP5 to this rnog~·zir•e t<Jke tt:e 
necessaPy pc•ins to make theiP ideas ch~aP to theirr audience and when, as editoP, Wt! 

expostulate, wt' <.ure tole tha.t we scold. When the)' discover that no one gives them tt.e 
attention the) fe.el they desePve, they ave disappointed. No one caPes to have tc wade 
painshtkingly thPllugh a p;;.per to try and fathom u meaning or till in unde1inf'!d 
symbolism, never surre he has under!Jtood wha.t was intended. We ~Pe ucutely CiWi:I.PF.: uf 
this def~c t but c.:.m do nothing to con tPul it, as the dissidents aPe, by and ldP ge, . ! 
: :•:-.:rd~tPor g gr~..•up uuwiJJing to listen to good advice. 

2. Edward's Criticism. Though supren ely grateful to Edwards, another joul'nal edi to1• 
familii:Jr with our problems, forr his cooperation, that does not let him off scot frr::e 
and, as editor, we prroceed to mode1'ate the discussion in all fairrrP.SS to Nedv~d, we 
hope, as well as in a seaPch fOP the truth here. 

Edwdl'ds begins by asserting that a quotation iPorr. WhittakeP demolishes 
Nedv~d's position, that quotation depending heavily on the notions of relativity theor~. 
In the first pli;ice, the theOP)' of relativity has been so frequently shown to in\'olve so 
many fallacies of logic, fact and self-contPc.diction, as well as experirneutaJ evidr-11ct:, 
that it has more· holes in it than a Swiss cheese. It is an asset to a theOl"y,arty lh,!uPy, 
even one that the Muon is made of gre:en cheese, that it would not agP('e with 
Pe:lutivity; fot' to do so would be to say that it agPees with Sllllll::thiug lhut is talse i.llld 

th::f't·hlrf: thdt it is itself fallacious. 
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Next, we are unimpressed by proof based on citation of the opinion of 
eminent authority. After all is said and done, is Whittaker a scientist of sufficient 
repute that we should defer to his opinion, mePely as opinion? We actuaJly know of 
only one contribution that Whittaker bas made to science and that has been questioned 
.-IH::ady in these pages. What Whittaker is, is an eminent and exceptional bibliow .:Lphel', 
a compiler of the works of others, a walking encyclopedia and a YeP)' learned man and 
a top level scientific historian. These occupations do not leave anyone the time to be 
creative as well. We1e we to ask Whittaker what journal a certain paper c..ppeared in 
or when, or even for the content of that paper, we would bow in deference to his 
opinion in preference to that of someone Jess well infcwmed. But when it comes to his 
scientific opinion as compared to those of Newton, Euler, De Ia Place, Biot m Ritz, 
who have aH espoused the principle in question, favoured by Nedv~d, Whittaker is a 
nobody. The same is true for most other textbook authorities, who ~~~e, in fact, very 
low on the rungs of the scientific ladder. Then, is this lesser authority an unbiased 
one, as he ought to be in his learned opinion? We submit that the very passage cited 
reveals a man taken in by the theories in popular vogue in his time, unlikely to think 
otherwise than as the Establishment dictates he should. Throughout his excellent 
History there is one similar l?assage after another whefe relativism is supported, to 
the vetry point whete one acqUires the impression of its author that he is playing patsy 
with the in-group of science so as to preserve his own repute with it. We can find 
scarcely a single refe1ence or citation throughout the whole volume to the c"'unter 
evidence offered to relativism. Whittaker was certainly far from unbiased. Even were 
he not, Truth is no respecter of persons and even Newton has made some bon~s that 
a_ child might cOPrect. 

Is it correct to presume that Nedv~d's theories are overthrown because 
Ritz's may have been? That is guilt b)' association. What is the distinction between 
Nedv~d's and Ritz's principles? If there is some, then, perhaps, Whittaker's remdrks 
do not apply equally to Nedv~d's theories as they do to Ritz's. If thePe be no 
distinction, then it would be proper, if undiplomatic, to point this out and then apply 
Whittaker's remarks; at least one needs to show that the two theories are ic!enticaJ in 
the area to whkh those remarks do appl}. 

Edwaards is c011rect in asserting that t!':c dout)ling of the c:pec:tr;;•l lines 
from rotating binarie·s is observed fact and that Nedv~d's conclusion from his anal)sis 
that the effect could be observed has probability zero, therefore vitiates either his 
aPguments or his postulates. 

After all the whey is drained out of 1'hittaker's argtrrent, it leu.ves 
behind one or two solid bits of evidence: that (uncited) astronomical evidence ha~ been 
mQ.rshaJled by several writers; that direct experiment by Mujorana counters the c ± ' 
a.s~umption; and, that the R. Tomaschek experiment of 1924 has definitely disprove:. 
the ballistic hypothesis. The astronomical evidence is DeSitter's argument that Nedv~: ... 
:..-_ · 1, q,_·nging. The Major ana experiment has been mentioned and is not without sc..lme 
quc!.w.mable aspects. At the moment the reviewer does not have in hand Tomaschek•s 
original report as it has been .delayed in getting it through interlibrary Joan in the 
usue1l hassle that is associated with that service. If it arrives before press time, it 
will be included somewhere in this issue; if not, it will be found in the OctobeP issue. • 

With modern laboratory equipment it is not a difficult undeP1'aking to 
test the c ± v hypothesis by dilect measurement. It is no trick at aJJ to electronically 
meiJsure the time of transit of a light pulse over a path 20 em long or even as short 
as 2 em if necessar)"; the reviewer has dQJle it a hundred times with little diffjculty. 
What is difficult to instrument is some s01't of shutter that will open or close in the 
order l-'f a nanosecond; perhaps a Kerr cell might pPovide the answer. Two beams of 
light, one from a distant star known from its DoppJer shifting to be travelling at some 
Pi:1te like c/10 away from us, and the other from a laboratl.)ll}' based source, arE: to be 
passed lhi'\)Ugh the shutter simultaneously, both to be intercepted together. At c.t dist
ar1ce uf i..t meter or su away, the Je<.Ading or tPi:1iling edges "'f the pulses ma)' be 

* Added in proof: See p:oges 367S-86, this issue. Editor. 
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obsened ver)· reuc::lily with a simple solid stale photocell. The diffe~ence in the time 
of arrival should correspond to 9/lOc and c, respectively. Whot is lackilli is the 
telescope capoble uf focussing un the star, oi which there are an adequc.tte number 
but which u-e usually ver)· far distant frorr. us. ProbC:tbly "' li:ilge inst1ument of an ob
servat.W) is essential. 

3. Kantor's Opinion. Kantor is generc.lly ver)· detailed in his suppurtive i:iPguments for 
the c ± v hypothesis and equally so in his rebuttals of counter-evidence and argument 
to it. In the matter uf the Tomaschek experiment, he is, however, str£-.ngely silent. We 
give his cornpletP. dll&.dysis of it: 

·r,~otna5~:hc.•L's rC'J"-'Iilinn nf tlrt Mid.,n·M,,rlcy· exredniVItl u!IN 
Mlllhj:hl and llarlij:kl wh~h \WIC: fint ICOI:.:Iet1 frUIIl hdi&tllaU inln I 
ldc~:urc :1nd then r-••sC'd rhr&High a lahur:alury wimlnw In final!)• enter 
the inlcrfemmch.•r. Nall11:1lly. the inlcrvcmin~ atlas.' JUcdet.:na1inc'l ;1null 
result just :1s in l'nlman's C'XI'''rimcnl. 

We f.ind thdt in the face o! the major -=xperiment negating his contention, he has 
nothil'lg to sa)' except to depalt f•orr. his principle and now assert that it n.o longer 
applies when light has gone through inte'''ening glass. Atmospheric air apparently dues 
not helve such o.n effect; he ignOPed its effec't completely in the fetpl.)llt uf his famous 
experiment, and in privcate correspondence with the reviewer he hal denied it has an).'. 
It is this sort of inconsistency of theoretical reasoning that has so discredit~d much 
of what Kantor has done. 

In private ce~respondence with Tedenstig .t1o also denies the DP.Sitter 
argumeut, Tedenr.tig likewiae resorts to the same dodge of claiming that rhe lenses 
and the other parts ~f tNt optical equipment eRtplo)•ed haYe altered the velocity of 
the stellar ra)'• We agree that this is the case for that is just whit ttle transmission 
theory is all about, but both Kantor and Tedenstig reject the contention ot,at of hand; 
which i& a very inconsistent manner of thinking. Tedenstig aoes flrther, declaring that 
we •eaUy do not know that the Dapple• shifts of spectroscopic binaries are actually due 
to their rotating around one another, since we cannot see them doing it. He neglects 
the fact that there are many visible binaries and that the effects are correlated with 
their motions in an entirely reasonable manner and that the conc:ll.&lion vr.ived at for 
them carYies over continuously to successive!)' more remote vbitNe binaries and then 
to so-called spectroscopic binaries. Kantor shifts ground in exact!)' the same way and 
we quote the meaningful portion of his rema•ks on DeSitter's argument: 

TJ.C' dt> Siller :IIJ!unu•nt humctim~s even referred "' 
a!. :m I!Xfll'linumn p1cdil:ts the :lf't"'':uam:c of stL'II:u ~,:heJsts an,lth,· d•s· 
hNiinn d thr urhits uf the duuhle stars. Th~ ar~lllm.·nt is- ulltri}: naiS· 

lc;ulin~ in 1h:11 il ladtl) supposes an unamhi~unus kaunwk .::!t C''lllf 
stellar mulinns. lhc onl~ · Jirt-r;l t,n,lwlttlpl! (lf1~ .$Cellar \m'r'!,lul i« r'r'' 
vili\!J b)· I he lipht rec~iwd from lt1t! s&ars. 11· fs. thcrtft•rc circularh •'IJ'IO~ 
dm:ti\·r to infer tlte speed of pmpapainn af ~ liidtl cn'litle.d fsuiOl tilL 
mn\·iug stars •m the basis of d~e m.ntitiQ of lite stars. since lltr lml)' Jircc·t 
knuwlc~llge Of cfte Slelfilr mnliun is rru¥itJCd by fiiC VL"f)' 1:1111C lisfll 

whetSC sp:cd nf prnp:~Jatinn will Js:n-c its d'Ced ia the uhstrftJl 1110tft11t 
nr l·fiC ~•ars. , .... the :lN'ICarallljf oC ..... -... :tad di.slurtcd mMl• " .. "'''' 
nul be f4.'CIIIPii2Cd aS Slll."h, liiiiL'U tile sp:ed uf 1'1'1111UJ3Ik.w ufthi: ljp& 
were knuwn indcrendendy hcfocch:utd. 

If the stellar mnli,•n were krt''"'" iMdC!1Cod'cntly ltf the tec:civ.:-•1 
li~hl, lhL' "tlislurting" effect nf the src.:&J ,,r the lighi cuufd he rc~u~
nill~ll. Sud1 knuwlcdgc is not :rvailah~. Tl1e exa~l indirc~t ittl'irrcn"-c ,,r 
hm.ll)' slcll;n muiJotll fro1111 cclcslial llh.'~hank~ is also dn:t1lorr, 'liiute ;,N 
cdc~;li.•l mulluus :.111.: unly knuwn ex:1dl)· h) the light ur ulhl'r r;sdi.tlient 
r~·~·l•i\c.l f1·om I h.:- ~dc~li.1l hlllliC's. 
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There then follows another paragJaph or so of totall)' i"elevant rem.uks which are 
nothing more than a deliberate attemt to draw a red herring across the path of the 
curious investigator and throw him off the scent of the issue involved. We do not 
bother to reproduce these remarkes here. Finally, the dogmatic assertion is made: 

Thus 
the de Sil h:r argument is both wrong and in..:undusive. Relah:ll arl!u· 
menls h.1seJ 1.111 lighl or other radiach·c signals re..:civcd rrnm pulsatin~ 
•.: Jrs .m· als,, snnilarly dn:ul:u unprndu..:ti\C spc..:ulatiuns. 

We have not bothered to reply to either Kantor or Tedenstig (or to 
Hobson either, for that mattetr) for when a debater has to resort to questioning 
evident fact so as to support an untenable but favoured position, the debate is over 
dnd one has reduced himself to being a wrangler instead of a truth seeker. Nothing is 
to be gained by involving himself in wrangling contention. Perhaps, we lflay fare 
better with Nedv~d, but we doubt it, as in seven years of publication of this Journal 
only a single dissident other than ourself has ever admitted an ePPOP oP changed an 
opinion, however irrational it is proven to be; they are always right and commit no 
wrong - evetr. 

4. Some lnc.lafity On The Pan Of Nedvld And Of Edwards. It would seem th..tt neither 
Edwatrds or Nedv~d is fully clear on the nature of the line shifting of spectPoscopic 
binaries. Neither of them seems to have had recourse to DeSitter's original and easily 
read short note on the matter, but both seem to have gained their awdleness !Porn a 
secondary source which is itself misinformed, it seems. The doubling of the lines is 
not like the splitting of spectroscopic lines into doublets due to some cause such as a 
stPong magnetic field or. the like. The lines are separate!)' due to individual moving 
light sources; one set of Jines is pertinent to one of the stars and the othel' to the 
5econd. The)' regularly cross one another in a periodic fashion as the two stars both 
come into the position where they are moving transverse to the line of sight to the 
Earth; then they reverse their positions relative to one another in a periodic fashion 
again, with the Doppler shifting indicating an approach of one of the stars towaPds us 
while the other is retreating from us during the hatf period; with the reverse taking 
place during the second half period. In many instances, due to different spectvoscopic 
characteristics of the two stars, each may be traced separately from the othe,. 
Nedv~d seems to think that the shifting of the lines has something to do with the 
interference of light waves and interprets this misconception according to his uwn 
theories. Edwards seems to accept this interpretation as if it were pertinent to the 
phenomenon; but it is not. 

The significant factor in DeSitter's argument is that thetre is no 
outphasing between the periods of velocity changes of one star as compa,ed to thos: 
o'f the other. The periodic changes sta)' together despite the long distances to thl.! 
staF!i, during which time the signals that might be moving at c + v would be expected 
to outfun those at c - v, ii the c ± v hypothesis were true. This is the crux of the 
negoltive inference which the proponents of the c ± v hypothesis have to rebut 
satisfactorily and with clarity of implication, in logical detail, so as to revitalize t!;leir 
theories. 

5. The Pl'incipal .Enor Involved In Neddd•s Analysis. NedvE;d appea's to have 
neglected in his analysis that the two stars in circulating one about another, do not 
do so independently. By mechanical principle, they must rotate about their comrnun 
centeP d gPavity, which in the simplified case studied in which the two masses and 
'adial distances are pPesumed to be the same, implies that the two staPS a'e at the 
ends of a diameter thPough this point. Using figure 1, which retains the san:e 
rHHutil'ns i:ind pertinent detail as in the original paper, this implies that tl-)e two stu1'5 
C 1, C2 arF• OJ.t ull times diJrnetrically opposed to the inertial centeP 5, and thi.tt 
tht~etuPt:- i.Jt ull timt!S a2 = a1 + n. This point has bt~en ntgJected and it hctS. bt:ec: 
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Figum 1. 

pPesum•::<l tL<J.r tht~ stePS emit light bon. ui•)'WhePe on tht~ orbit and can bt~ 
independent!) positioned there so that the angles a1 and a2 can sutisf)' the Pel"-ltiom. 
(2, 3, 4) of tht~ oPigi11al papetr. This is false. Without those relations there- simply is 
nothing n;ore thctt can be said and the Pest of the anal)'sis amounts to nothing. 

6. De Sitte9's Point ElaOO.ated Upon. Let us consider c. time at which C 1 is at A and 
therEdOPE! C2 is ut D. By the c :! v hypothesis the components of veJocit)' pPujected on 
SP aPe zero so that the velccity of the light re~ching the far distant obsePV(.'f' ~tl P is 
simpl)· c. Both signals ffom A and D aPfive simultaneousl)· at P (or Ve!P)' ll~urly so 
since the diameter AD is presumed to be insignificant to the analysis). When the !ight 
Pt~aches P, perhaps years later, its Doppler shifting indicates no Pcadial motion in thf~ 
direction SP, so that the spectral Jines coincide. We take this to repu~sent tl.e: 
beginning of the period. 

When the staPs veverse positions and C2 is at A and C 1 is at D, tht: 
spectr;;ll Jines ag~in coincide. This is a half period latef. The next tirue the! 
coincidence takes place, a full period has elapsed and the stars have retuPIJf.:d to tht!iP 
original positions. This goes on PeguJarJy and based on the observations thut caP bc
rr~.~dr· of visible binuries, the coir:cic!ence of the spec'tfa.J lines agrees with the time.., 
when thP. stat's aPe in the line of sight. This conclusion is transfeVJe-d to spectr.:.d 
binaries; ;md valid!)', the teviewe.r believes. 

Now, let us observe the state of affaifs when C 1 is at B u.nd C2 is o1 t 0. 
If the c i v hypothesis were valid, then the light f•om C 1 would tfavel at velocit) c 1 

v towaPds P, while that from C2 would travel at veJocit)" c - v. When C 1 is i:1 t B, the 
DuppleP shifting apparent to the obsePver when the signal finally aPPives at P, would be 
Old>~imum, occllfring at time tB = L/(c + v) later, where L = distance[S, P]. But when 
C 1 is i:tt B, C2 is at O, and the time at which the signal informing the observer llf the 
fact, under the c ± v hypothesis, would be at to = L/(c - v). This is whE:n the DuppleP 
shifting would again be maximum but in the opposite direction to thf~ above. Now it is 
easiJy ~een that TB 1 To, unless v = 0, which is a trivial case of no significiJnce. 

However, the observed fact is that TB = To; ttmt is to sa)', thePe is no 
outphasing between the events as seen ot P. Indeed, the maximiJI Do~··J.IIeP ~hiftings 
uCCL~1' togt."theP, ;.md, mOP(~over, at intP.n·uJs coPPespunding to thf! qu~tPlt'P d1d 

thPt:·l"-qULIP teP i1 lePhals uf the period. 
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Since the c ± v hypothesis has led to a conclusion not accOJdant to the 
ph)•sical facts, we conclude it was an et'Poneous supposition. It must be discarded in 
favolll' of someth,ing else that is. 

As one can see, Nedved's analysis is skew of the point, which has nothing 
to do with the type of intefference effect he has chosen to consider. So icr, l'H is it, 
indeed, that it has no relation to De Sitter's objection whatever. 

7. Concluding Comment. This Jo~nal has welcomed the present attempt to rebut 
DeSitter's argument, even if it has failed and been shown to be a misanalysis. It will 
also welcome further effOJts to do the same validly, up to the point whePe it becomes 
evident, one Wd)' or the other that De Sitter was eithetr in errOl 0'1 corfect... It is 
only by such testing and retesting of theory that we can become confident of the 
validity of such arguments advanced in science. E"ol'S of logic are often very subtle; 
errors of interpretation of factual evidence, even subtler; finall)', the experimental 
evidence itself can be misleading "' be drawn by the experimenter's bias, terribl)'. 
Continual checking and rechecking of what is accepted opinion needs to g~o.1 on all the 
time, with challenges being made such as this one to the most obvious seeming facts. 
After ali. it did seem obvious, and stilJ does to the unsophisticated mind, that the 
Ecwth is flat. No chaUenge was permitted, thet'efcre, from the dawn of mdn's 
existence until comparatively recent times in the Middle Ages, to what was 
self-evident, seemingly. The old journals simply did not aUow it; the #eligious tenets 
of the past forbade it as atheistic. Eratosthenes, who did challenge the universal 
consensus of all intelligent scientists of his age, was laughed at and ignOPed as just 
another dissident. 

On the other hand, nonetheless, having challenged, but failed to ca1ry 
the puint, the intelligent man should be wise enough to check and sec if his own 
thinking need not be chaUenged. We hope this will be the case here with the modern 
advocates of c ± v. If they are in error, at least they have been in good company 
along with Newton, Euler, De Ia Place, Biot, Poisson and Ritz. What is not to be 
condoned is the stubborn refusal to acknowledge errOP c:.nd then move on to an 
improvement of ideas, merely to save face and admit being in the w1cng and not th.:tt 
godlike intelligence self-estimation may have Jed one to believe himself to be. This last 
is, unfc:Atunatel)', the dissident's heel. 


